Online Training
Marquette Volunteer Legal Clinic (MVLC)
Marquette Legal Initiative for Nonprofit Corporations (M-LINC)
Legal and Medical Partnership (LAMP)

The training video linked below will prepare you to begin work at the Marquette Volunteer Legal Clinic. It is also the first part of training required for involvement in M-LINC or LAMP.

If you want to get involved in M-LINC, also watch the additional training video HERE. Then email Karin Werner or stop by her office in 138D to see about signing up for M-LINC shifts.

If you want to get involved with LAMP, also watch the additional training video HERE.

The following documents will be referred to during the training:

- Ethical considerations for law students engaged in pro bono work
- MVLC client files

Watch the training recorded on September 15th, 2012.

To receive 1.25 hours of pro bono credit for your training time, please answer the questions below and submit your answers to Angela.Schultz@marquette.edu.

1) What are the full names of the clinics this training pertains to?
2) How many hours does a student need to get inducted into the Pro Bono Society and graduate with an honor cord for service?
3) Which MVLC clinics provide a shuttle from the law school?
4) If your class ends at 3:10 p.m. on Tuesdays, can you still volunteer at House of Peace during the 3-5pm shift?
5) What does Wisconsin Supreme Court Rule 20:6.5 do?
6) What are two helpful websites often used during clinic?

Then, if you are interested in MVLC, indicate your shift preferences and availability here.

Shortly after you complete the shift preference form, you will receive notice of your schedule for the semester from MVLC Program Assistant Mindy Schroeder.

If you are interested in M-LINC or LAMP, watch the additional training video, linked above.